
The initiating brief: for class action with regard to, “WORLD LAW, 
instead of:  leader law.”

The function of democracy is: to give power to the people 
through their constitution as is the actual government, by 
contractual deployment of our rights: to participate as a society or 
nation, by the creation of those laws.

 Those elemental rights, which create the foundation for our 
unity as a nation or all people across this world:  is written for, in 
this nation USA.  As the preamble, to the US constitution; which 
begins our journey as one; by defining what we can agree upon.

Those words are:
WE the people of the United States, in order to form a more 

perfect union, establish justice, insure domestic tranquility, 
provide for the common defense, promote the general welfare, 
and secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity, 
do ordain and establish this constitution for the USA.  

The realities of what is cherished by that definition of what 
“our government is intended to be”. Find in harsh contrast, a 
government which discards our contract, with the main employees; 
to establish decisions,  we did not intend as a nation:  for them to 
create.

There is no greater right, to resolve the question of 
democratic authority, than the FIRST amendment!  Which legally 
includes the power: to reassemble government as we see fit. 
“......the right of the people to peaceably assemble, and to petition
the government for redress of grievances”.

More simply; we have the legal right, by foundation law; to 
interrupt what is being done; and by our own vote, through the 
evidence of a courtroom battle to prove a “legitimate knowledge” 



prior to choice.  That will then alter that existence of governmental 
law; into the contractual democracy intended: as we see fit, by our 
vote. Because democracy means literally:  “we are the owners 
here”. 

The fourth amendment is: “the right of the people to be 
secure in their persons, homes, papers, and effects, against 
unreasonable searches and seizures shall not be violated.......”

More simply:  there is no greater violation of that foundation 
law of government, than to attack the very realities of life itself. 
Nothing is more fundamental to our deaths, without our acceptance
of a right to proceed: THAN IS WEAPONS OF MASS DESTRUCTION, in
all categories of military or power or university.

There are no second chances in the decision of a leader/ ANY 
leader; that can now cause all life to become extinct. As is found in 
TRUTH:  nature, planet, water, oxygen, energy and all that life does 
need to survive; REQUIRES OUR PROTECTION AS A WORLD/ AS 
INDIVIDUAL PEOPLE MAKING LAWS, AND PROVING TO LEADERS; 
that we, are no longer “pawns”; to be attacked or thrown away by 
their choice. Extreme weapons of any kind: IS THAT ATTACK. And 
in most cases, past the point of no return, THE REALITY IS, THIS:  
cannot be turned back!

Therefore the assembling of signatures, from those people who
are then by law, going to demand “redress of grievances” we don't 
like where this is headed.  AND through a courtroom to examine 
the evidence ARE DEMANDING BOTH INFORMATION AS IS 
EVIDENCE, as is necessary to be brought into that court. And the 
RIGHT OF LAW, to decide for ourselves: HOW WE THIS PEOPLE 
shall begin the journey to interact and change with other nations, 



what we be our future FOR LIFE.
            TO PROVE THE COST OF YOU BEING WRONG, with our world,
with life itself. IS ELEMENTALLY ALREADY PROVEN.
          BEFORE, we allow you to go any farther with threats, that can
indeed and forever both affect and change our lives or our world; or 
cause OUR extinction to exist.    The demand is

WE OWN THE LEGAL RIGHT, TO INTERVENE:  to claim a 
moratorium from the court:  return fire only. So that we the people 
can in fact review what you are doing from the facts/ not the 
theories or claims: and then determine for ourselves. WHAT WE 
WILL, OR WE WILL NOT ALLOW YOU TO DO, anymore. By a nation/ 
by a world given the opportunity to change our direction; and prove 
by the laws that are justified, for all:  we will live!

Details and the collection of evidence for trial: come after the 
assertion:  this petition proves a right to proceed, and then claims 
the public courtroom:  for ourselves, our nation, and our world.

We examine any legal contention under the rules of the 
fourteenth amendment: reminding any and all leaders, “according 
to the twelveth amendment; we are not your slaves”.

14th section one is:  “...no state shall make or enforce any law 
which shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of this 
nation; nor shall any state deprive any person of life, liberty, or 
property, without due process of law; nor deny to any person within 
its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.”

More simply stated:  the realities described by the evidence of 
extreme weapons; discard all the laws, and all the protections, and 
all the authority of democracy as is WE THE PEOPLE.  Giving our 
very lives, and our very world, into the hands of a very tiny few; to 



decide if we will become EXTINCT. NOTHING IS MORE UNLAWFUL, 
AND LESS DEMOCRATIC;  THAN IS THAT!   

Change this is our demand/ and as we the people, who have 
lived under this threat for decades now:  THE REALITY IS.  WE SHALL 
DO THIS FOR OURSELVES, as there is no definition of fact, that can 
rely upon “our leaders”:  anymore!  

World law and world policing of leaders, by justifiable laws 
accepted throughout the world:  as OUR CHOICE/ OUR FUTURE/ 
OUR OWNERSHIP OF THE RIGHT TO DECIDE  .  Must occur.


